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French Ghost The Wild Rose Press Inc Ghost-writer Melody Layne is stranded in Paris when the over-sexed but unloved French movie
star who hired her to produce his memoir accidentally drowns before the interviews begin. It's a major ﬁnancial relief when his
enigmatic Spanish son re-hires her, but the seductive Carlos Ortega is strangely silent about his reasons for funding a feel-good bio
about a father that he clearly despised. There's enough amour in the air for Melody to ignore this apparent paradox… at least until she
uncovers a hidden cache of death threats addressed to the actor. For the French police, the sexy, secretive Spaniard – and sole heir to
the actor's immense fortune – is suddenly a prime murder suspect. Can Melody's research into the Ghosts of Carlos-Past be enough to
save her lover from prison? Be My Ghost Kensington Cozies Maureen Doherty and her golden retriever Finn have taken possession of
a charming old inn—only to discover that it’s already possessed by tenants whose lease on life already ran out . . . Maureen’s career
as a sportswear buyer hits a snag just before Halloween, when the department store declares bankruptcy. Meanwhile, Finn’s lost his
way as a guide dog after ﬂunking his test for being too friendly and easily distracted. Sadly, only one of them can earn unemployment,
so Maureen’s facing a winter of discontent in Boston—when she realizes she can’t aﬀord her apartment. Salvation comes when she
receives a mysterious inheritance: an inn in Haven, Florida. A quaint, scenic town on the Gulf of Mexico hidden away from the theme
parks, Maureen believes it’s a good place to make a fresh start with a new business venture. But she gets more than she bargained
for when she ﬁnds a dead body on her property—and meets some of the inn’s everlasting tenants in the form of ghosts who oﬀer their
otherworldly talents in order to help her solve the mystery . . . Praise for Carol J. Perry “A fast-paced cozy that entertains from start to
ﬁnish. A great read!” —Suspense Magazine on Bells, Spells, and Murders “Carol J. Perry writes with alacrity, casting a spell that will
leave readers old and new bewitched, beguiled, and begging for more.” —Criminal Element on Final Exam: A Witch City Mystery The
Perfectly Proper Paranormal Museum A Laugh-Out-Loud Cozy Mystery misterio press A Perfectly Proper Murder All Maddie
wants is to restart her overseas career. Instead, she gets a small-town paranormal museum, a fresh corpse, and a ghost-detecting cat.
With her high school bully as one of the detectives in charge of the investigation, Maddie doubts justice will be served. And when one
of her best friends is arrested, she’s certain it won’t be. Juggling ghost hunters, obsessed taxidermists, and the handsome motorcyclist
next door, Maddie must solve this murder—and fast—before she becomes the next ghost in the museum. A hilarious whodunit packed
with quirky characters, a cat with an attitude, and murder, this light paranormal mystery is perfect for fans of Jana DeLeon, Laura
Childs, and Juliet Blackwell. Buy book 1 in the Paranormal Museum mystery series and start this charming cozy mystery today. Praise:
"A delightful new series."—Library Journal (starred review) "A quirky murder mystery with plenty of small town charm."—ForeWord
Reviews “A clever combination of characters.”—Kirkus Reviews “Humor, hints of romance, and twists and turns galore elevate this
cozy.”—Publishers Weekly “A great new series full of quirky charm and lovable characters. I can't wait to read the next mystery
featuring skeptic Maddie at the Perfectly Proper Paranormal Museum.” —Gigi Pandian, USA Today bestselling author of the Accidental
Alchemist & the Jaya Jones Treasure Hunt mysteries Ghost Mortem Ghost Detective Series - Book One Whoever said that ghosts
exist must be out of their mind.Oh, wait. That was me. I said that. If you'd told me yesterday that ghosts were real I would have
smiled, nodded, and called a shrink to ﬁx your deluded little mind. Now it's my turn to question my sanity when the ghost of my best
friend turns up in my apartment. Was it the tequila shots the night before causing this apparition? Or one too many bumps to the head
- let's face it, clumsy is my middle name, it really wouldn't surprise me if I'd done some irreparable damage to my grey matter over
the years.Now I have to accept that the paranormal does, in fact, exist. But sadly, my ghost friend is lacking something besides his
body. His memory. He doesn't know how he died but suspects foul play and he wants my help to ﬁnd his killer. I can't refuse, I'm a
sucker for a good mystery and the chance to bring my friend's killer to justice is too good to pass up.Surprises abound as I discover a
secret talent for sleuthing, not to mention an unexpected inheritance of a talking cat among other things. But the biggest problem of
all? Captain Cowboy Hot Pants, or as he likes to be called, Detective Kade Galloway of the Fireﬂy Bay PD. He's one smokin' cop, but
my distrust of the police runs deep and despite his assurances that he's here to help can I really trust him, or is his oﬀer of assistance
designed to keep me from discovering the truth?I guess I'll ﬁnd out when death comes knocking on my door.Join Audrey Fitzgerald in
the Ghost Detective series, a paranormal cozy mystery featuring a cat, a ghost, and a murder to solve. Defending Angels Penguin
When she takes over her uncle's law ﬁrm in Savannah, Brianna Winston Beaufort, renting space in an old house located in the middle
of an all-murderers' cemetary, gets a call from beyond from a murdered local businessman who needs her help. Original. Aunt
Dimity's Death Penguin The debut that kicked oﬀ twenty-two books (and counting...) of the bestselling, beloved Aunt Dimity series.
Watch out for Nancy Atherton's latest, Aunt Dimity and the King's Ransom, coming in July 2018 from Viking! Lori Shepherd thought
Aunt Dimity was just a character in a bedtime story... ...Until the Dickensian law ﬁrm of Willis & Willis summons her to a reading of the
woman's will. Down-on-her-luck Lori learns she's about to inherit a siazable estate--if she can discover the secret hidden in a treasure
trove of letters in Dimity's English country cottage. What begins as a fairy tale becomes a mystery--and a ghost story--in an
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improbably cozy setting, as Aunt Dimity's indominable spirit leads Lori on an otherworldly quest to discover how, in this life, true love
can conquer all. Thistle and Twigg Macmillan Two widows living in sleepy Tullulah, Alabama, newcomer Jane Thistle and lifelong
resident Phoebe Twigg quickly bond after they stumble upon a corpse during a walk in the woods near Jane's new house, discover that
someone may be threatening Jane's reclusive neighbor, and a ﬁrebomb explodes in Phoebe's kitchen. Reprint. That Old Flame of
Mine Penguin Set in the Great Smoky Mountains of Tennessee, J. J. Cook’s thrilling new mystery series features Fire Chief Stella
Griﬃn, who solves crime with the help of her predecessor, who just happens to be a ghost… NO MATCH FOR MURDER After knocking
the lights out of her boyfriend when she catches him cheating on her, Chicago ﬁre ﬁghter Stella Griﬃn hops on her Harley and heads
for Sweet Pepper, Tennessee, where she ends up becoming the small town’s ﬁre chief. When her dear friend Tory Lambert dies after
her gingerbread-style house is set ablaze, Stella suspects arson and foul play. As Stella investigates, she gets help from a most
unlikely source—the ghost of Eric Gamlyn, Sweet Pepper’s old ﬁre chief. And if that isn’t enough to rattle her, attractive police oﬃcer
John Trump seems to have taken an interest in her. But Stella’s got to stay focused if she hopes to smoke out a killer before her own
life is extinguished. INCLUDES DELICIOUS RECIPES! Tea Is for Trouble A Haunted Tearoom Cozy Mystery A new life complete
with tea, scones, and? murder?And let's not forget the ghost?When your ﬁancé breaks up with you on your 49th birthday, what do you
do? If you're April May, you buy a huge Victorian home on a whim and open a tearoom featuring lace tablecloths, exotic teas, and
dainty sandwiches.No one told her the house came with a cat in the attic who might just be guarding a treasure. How else to explain
people breaking into her house?From the moment she moves in, nothing goes right, but her problems seem minor when a dead body
turns up in her home. Accused of murder, April teams up with a cantankerous bar owner and a feisty, young antiques expert to solve
the crime.And what about the handsome, arrogant chef in her kitchen who no one else can see? She plans to get medical help for
what must be a hallucination, but in the meantime, he's putting a tasty French twist on her menu.If you've ever wished someone
would remake The Ghost and Mrs. Muir as a culinary murder mystery, this book is for you!Get the ﬁrst Haunted Tearoom Cozy Mystery
now-complete with delicious recipes! Ghost Light Killer Several months after their ﬁrst brush with death, Dannel Ortea and Osian
Garey are back with a thrilling murder investigation in the second London Podcast Mystery Series novel. While helping their
ﬂamboyant neighbour with his play, Dannel and Osian discover more than a ghost haunting the stage at the Evelyn Lavelle theatre.
It's all fun and games until a friend is found kneeling over a dead body. Is he the murderer or an unfortunate witness? When one body
turns to two, then to three, will the killer ever be found? As Dannel and Osian work together to solve the mystery, the murderer
focuses on them. Their drive to clear their friend's name puts them centre stage. But not everything under the glow of the bright lights
glimmers. Will anyone be left when the curtain falls? A Ghost of a Chance A Sheriﬀ Dan Rhodes Mystery Farrar, Straus, and
Giroux In this tenth installment of the Sheriﬀ Dan Rhodes series, the Blacklin County Texas law enforcer is back to solve even more
mysteries. Some of the most amusing sequences in Crider's Blacklin county mysteries are set in the jailhouse, and star the ongoing
word battles between its two septuagarian denizens, Hack the dispatcher and Lawton, the jailer. This time no one at the jailhouse is
laughing and Rhodes has a new problem. Not only is the jailhouse itself rumored to be haunted, but a mysterious corpse is found in an
open grave in the neighboring town. Rhodes uses his laid back sleuthing skills to ﬁnd the answers to these puzzling events, which
Crider depicts with his usual humor, suspense and small town ambience. The Haunting of Maddy Clare Penguin A woman of limited
means and even less experience must confront a vengeful spirit in this haunting novel from the New York Times bestselling author of
The Broken Girls and The Sun Down Motel. 1920s England. Sarah Piper’s lonely, threadbare existence changes when her temporary
agency sends her to assist an obsessed ghost hunter. Alistair Gellis—rich, handsome, and scarred by World War I—has been
summoned to investigate the spirit of the nineteen-year-old maid Maddy Clare, who is said to haunt the barn where she committed
suicide. Maddy hated men in life, and she will not speak to them in death. But Sarah is unprepared to confront an angry ghost—real or
imagined—on her own. She’s even less prepared for the arrival of Alistair’s associate, rough, unsettling Matthew Ryder, also a veteran
of the trenches, whose scars go deeper than Sarah can reach. Soon, Sarah is caught up in a desperate struggle. For Maddy’s ghost is
no hoax—she’s real, she’s angry, and she has powers that defy all reason. Now, Sarah and Matthew must discover who Maddy was,
where she came from, and what is driving her desire for vengeance—before she destroys them all.... Fixin' to Die "Kenni Lowry likes
to think the zero crime rate in Cottonwood, Kentucky is due to her being sheriﬀ, but she quickly discovers the ghost of her
grandfather, the town's previous sheriﬀ, has been scaring oﬀ any would-be criminals since she was elected. When the town's most
beloved doctor is found murdered on the very same day as a jewelry store robbery, and a mysterious symbol ties the crime scenes
together, Kenni must satisfy her hankerin' for justice by nabbing the culprits. With the help of her poppa, a lone deputy, and an
annoyingly cute, too-big-for-his-britches State Reserve oﬃcer, Kenni must solve both cases and prove to the whole town, and herself,
that she's worth her salt before time runs out."--Back cover. Jane Darrowﬁeld, Professional Busybody Kensington Cozies Jane
Darrowﬁeld is a year into her retirement, and she’s already traveled and planted a garden. She’s organized her photos, her recipes,
and her spices. The statistics suggest she has at least a few more decades ahead of her, so she better ﬁnd something to do . . . JANE
DARROWFIELD, PROFESSIONAL BUSYBODY After Jane helps a friend with a sticky personal problem, word starts to spread around her
bridge club—and then around all of West Cambridge, Massachusetts—that she’s the go-to girl for situations that need discreet ﬁxing.
Soon she has her ﬁrst paid assignment—the director of a 55-and-over condo community needs her to de-escalate hostilities among
the residents. As Jane discovers after moving in for her undercover assignment, the mature set can be as immature as any high
schoolers, and war is breaking out between cliques. It seems she might make some progress—until one of the aging “popular kids” is
bludgeoned to death with a golf club. And though the automatic sprinklers have washed away much of the evidence, Jane’s on course
to ﬁnd out whodunit . . . Dead with the Wind Penguin In the second novel in the charming Southern Ladies mystery series, the spry,
sleuthing Ducote sisters attend a wedding and uncover an unhappily ever after... An’gel and Dickce Ducote tend to stay put in Athena,
Mississippi, but a wedding is a good reason to say a temporary farewell to Charlie Harris’s cat Diesel and go visit relatives. But while
their stay in Louisiana is scorching hot, the atmosphere at the wedding is downright cold, with bride-to-be Sondra Delevan putting her
trust fund above little things like love and loyalty. When a violent storm supposedly sweeps Sondra oﬀ a balcony to her death, the
sisters discover that many of the guests attending the wedding had major reasons to object to Sondra’s marriage. Now, it’s up to
An’gel and Dickce to use their down-home instincts to expose dubious alibis, silver-plated secrets, and one relentless murderer who
lives for “till death do us part.” A Fatal Family Feast Lyrical Press Angie Turner’s Idaho restaurant, the County Seat, is the perfect
site for a picturesque country wedding, but the party planning skids to a halt when the groom-to-be is implicated in a murder
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investigation… When Angie’s best friend and business partner, Felicia Williams, picks the County Seat to host her upcoming nuptials,
Angie wants it to feel like a family aﬀair--especially since Felicia is set to marry the farm-to-fork restaurant’s talented sous chef,
Estebe Blackstone. Unfortunately, the bride’s actual family is far less enthusiastic about the union. They’re pulling out all the stops to
cancel the couple’s wedding, even arranging for a surprise visit from Felicia’s ex-ﬁancé (and her father’s current lackey). But when her
ex is killed days before the ceremony and Estebe is framed for the crime, Angie and the County Seat crew must scramble to solve the
murder and save the wedding . . . Praise for Lynn Cahoon's Mysteries “Well-crafted . . . Cat and crew prove to be engaging characters
and Cahoon does a stellar job of keeping them—and the reader—guessing.” —Mystery Sceneon A Story to Kill “One Poison Pie
deliciously blends charm and magic with a dash of mystery and a sprinkle of romance.” —Daryl Wood Gerber, Agatha winner and
nationally bestselling author of the Cookbook Nook Mysteries and Fairy Garden Mysteries Deadly Director's Cut Penguin Daring
resort manager Elizabeth Grady will need to think fast to bring a killer into the limelight in this charming 1950s set cozy mystery
series. Famous director Elias Theropodous has chosen Haggerman’s Catskills Resort as a shooting location for his next ﬁlm. It sounds
glamorous to much of the staﬀ, but resort manager Elizabeth Grady is less satisﬁed. Dealing with the ridiculous demands of the
antagonistic director is bad enough, and his attempts to walk all over Elizabeth are making her feel like her position at the resort has
been changed into a bit part. But when Elias is poisoned during a dinner at the resort, the future of the ﬁlm and the resort itself are on
the line. Between an aging movie star, a harried producer, and former victims of the deceased director’s wrath, Elizabeth has a full
cast of suspects to examine, and she’ll need to investigate every lead to catch a killer. French Pressed Penguin Murder takes the
plunge in the sixth book in the Coﬀeehouse mystery series. Clare Cosi's daughter, Joy, is interning--and falling--for a top New York chef
when his kitchen turns cutthroat, and Joy becomes a murder suspect. Clare knows she must catch the real killer--even if it lands her in
the hottest water of her life. Murder in G Major "With few other options, African-American classical musician Gethsemane Brown
accepts a less-than-ideal position turning a group of rowdy schoolboys into an award-winning orchestra. Stranded without luggage or
money in the Irish countryside, she ﬁgures any job is better than none. The perk? Housesitting a lovely cliﬀside cottage. The catch?
The ghost of the cottage's murdered owner haunts the place. Falsely accused of killing his wife (and himself), he begs Gethsemane to
clear his name so he can rest in peace. Gethsemane's reluctant investigation provokes a dormant killer and she soon ﬁnds herself in
grave danger. As Gethsemane races to prevent a deadly encore, will she uncover the truth or star in her own farewell performance?"-Jacket. Louisiana Longshot Jana DeLeon New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Jana DeLeon brings you the Miss Fortune
series. It was a hell of a long shot.... CIA assassin Fortune Redding is about to undertake her most diﬃcult mission ever-in Sinful,
Louisiana. With a leak at the CIA and a price placed on her head by one of the world's largest arms dealers, Fortune has to go oﬀ-grid,
but she never expected to be this far out of her element. Posing as a former beauty queen turned librarian in a small bayou town
seems worse than death to Fortune, but she's determined to ﬂy below the radar until her boss ﬁnds the leak and puts the arms dealer
out of play. Unfortunately, she hasn't even unpacked a suitcase before her newly inherited dog digs up a human bone in her backyard.
Thrust into the middle of a bayou murder mystery, Fortune teams up with a couple of seemingly sweet old ladies whose looks
completely belie their hold on the little town. To top things oﬀ, the handsome local deputy is asking her too many questions. If she's
not careful, this investigation might blow her cover and get her killed. Armed with her considerable skills and a group of elderly ladies
the locals dub The Geritol Maﬁa, Fortune has no choice but to solve the murder before it's too late. Louisiana Longshot is a humorous
mystery set in the bayous of southern Louisiana. It has a cozy mystery feel and features a strong woman sleuth in a ﬁsh-out-of-water
storyline. Louisiana Longshot is the ﬁrst book in the Miss Fortune series and appeals to readers of the Stephanie Plum series by Janet
Evanovich. Louisiana Longshot is a free ebook at Google Play. "Southern wit at its best!" - NYT Bestselling author Gemma Halliday
"Sinfully funny!" - NYT Bestselling author CC Hunter/Christie Craig “DeLeon is excellent at weaving comedy, suspense and spicy
romance into one compelling story.” – RT Book Reviews “I don’t know where she comes up with this funny stuﬀ, but I can’t wait to
read the next book…” – Night Owl Reviews “Jana DeLeon has a breezy style with enough of a comic touch to leave you smiling.” – The
Romance Reader “Son of a gun, we’re having fun in the bayou!” – Fresh Fiction “The quirky characters keep the action moving…” –
Barbara Vey, Publisher’s Weekly Blogger To learn more about Jana and her books visit her at: http://janadeleon.com
http://facebook.com/janadeleonauthor @JanaDeLeon Estonia and the Estonians Hoover Institution Press Raun (Central Eurasian
studies, Indiana U.) surveys Estonia's political history, economy, social and demographic developments, and cultural life from the
prehistoric era to the present, with attention paid to historiography and diﬀerent interpretation of signiﬁcant issues. Estonian history is
also placed in the context of northern and eastern Europe. The original edition was published in 1987; the second, in 1991, and this is
an updated version of that second edition. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR Murder of a Stacked Librarian
A Scumble River Mystery Penguin Scumble River's school psychologist Sky Denison might have to put her wedding on hold when
the town's sexy new librarian is murdered and list of suspects keeps stacking up. There’s no place like Scumble River at
Christmastime, and this year, school psychologist Skye Denison has twice as much to celebrate—and to do. In addition to the usual
holiday frenzy, Skye’s wedding to police chief Wally Boyd is less than a week away—that is, if the groom isn’t too busy working to
attend. The town’s sexy new librarian, Yvonne Osborn, has just been murdered, and the list of suspects is piling up faster than late
fees on an overdue book. Yvonne’s strict sense of right and wrong annoyed some townspeople and infuriated others. Did her high
standards lead to her death? Skye is distracted by worries about what havoc the crazy Dooziers will wreak on her wedding day and
whether she’ll ﬁt into her dress. But Skye can’t aﬀord to leave any page unturned because unless she works quickly to expose the
scheming killer, her happy ending may be put on permanent hold.… Damsel in a Dress misterio press Bridesmaid duties can be
deadly… Maddie Kosloski has more than wedding cake on her plate. She’s managing her paranormal museum, helping her best friend
Adele with wedding plans, and trying to prove that Adele’s vintage wedding dress is most deﬁnitely not haunted. But when a
bridesmaid turns up murdered, Maddie has to solve the crime to save the wedding. As her bouquet of suspects grows, and everyone’s
alibis have the ring of truth, Maddie begins to doubt this wedding will go oﬀ without a hitch. If you love laugh-out-loud mysteries, witty
heroines, and a touch of the paranormal, you’ll love Damsel in a Dress, book 5 in the Perfectly Proper Paranormal Museum series of
novels. Read this twisty cozy mystery today! The Rocky Road to Ruin An Ice Cream Shop Mystery St. Martin's Paperbacks Justice
will be swirled by amateur sleuth Riley Rhodes in the ﬁrst in Meri Allen's brand-new mystery series, The Rocky Road to Ruin! Riley
Rhodes, travel food blogger and librarian at the CIA, makes a bittersweet return to her childhood home of Penniman, Connecticut –
land of dairy farms and covered bridges - for a funeral. Despite the circumstances, Riley’s trip home is sprinkled with reunions with old
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friends, visits to her father’s cozy bookshop on the town green, and joyful hours behind the counter at the beloved Udderly Delicious
Ice Cream Shop. It feels like a time to help her friend Caroline rebuild after her mother’s death, and for Riley to do a bit of her own
reﬂecting after a botched undercover mission in Italy. After all, it’s always good to be home. But Caroline and her brother Mike have to
decide what to do with the assets they’ve inherited – the ice cream shop as well as the farm they grew up on – and they’ve never seen
eye to eye. Trouble begins to swirl as Riley is spooked by reports of a stranger camping behind the farm and by the odd behavior of
the shop’s mascot, Caroline’s snooty Persian, Sprinkles. When Mike turns up dead in the barn the morning after the funeral, the peace
and quiet of Penniman seems upended for good. Can Riley ﬁnd the killer before another body gets scooped? The Ghost Is Clear
Ghost Detective Series - Book Three Baywolf Amateur sleuth, PI in training, ghost whisperer. That's me. Audrey Fitzgerald, ghost
detective. I'm ﬁnally coming to terms with the fact that I can not only communicate with ghosts, but animals too. Well, one in
particular, my big gray teddy bear of a cat, Thor. What I haven't worked out yet is how to keep my newfound abilities a secret from
the townsfolk of Fireﬂy Bay. When I'm hired by the president of the local historical society to ﬁnd a missing necklace, I ﬁgured I ﬁnally
had a case that didn't require ghostly interference. After all, how hard could it be to ﬁnd a missing piece of jewelry? Things turn
complicated real fast when the necklace turns up in the most unexpected of places and my client turns up dead. Now I'm up to my
neck in ghostly chatter, I have a murder to solve, my PI exams are looming, I'm worried I may have to put Thor on a diet, and I think
I've accidentally fallen for Captain Cowboy Hot Pants-aka, Detective Kade Galloway. But worst of all? What on earth do I put on my
business card without scaring oﬀ the townsfolk? Amateur sleuth, PI in training, ghost whisperer, or ghost detective? Join Audrey
Fitzgerald in the Ghost Detective series, a romantic paranormal cozy mystery featuring a talking cat, a ghost, and a murder to solve!
Agatha Raisin and the Haunted House Hachette UK A vengeful ghost comes back to haunt the living? Reports of a haunted house
soon have Agatha snooping around, but it turns out the victim of the haunting is a universally disliked old biddy on whom someone is
playing a practical joke. And then the old lady is murdered - but for Agatha, solving a crime is much more fun than hunting a ghost!
Very soon she's up to her usual tricks, involving the villagers, local police, and, of course, her handsome new neighbour . . . Praise for
the Agatha Raisin series: 'Fast-paced, witty and well-plotted.' MyShelf.com 'Sharp, witty, hugely intelligent, unfailingly entertaining,
delightfully intolerant and oh so magniﬁcently non-PC, M.C. Beaton has created a national treasure' Anne Robinson 'M.C. Beaton's
imperfect heroine is an absolute gem' Publishers Weekly 'The Miss Marple-like Raisin is a refreshing, sensible, wonderfully eccentric,
thoroughly likeable heroine.' Booklist The Annie Graceland Cozy Mystery Set #1 Books 1 - 4 Pamela DuMond Media My name’s
Annie Graceland. Three things you should know about me: 1. I’m a Midwesterner living in L.A. 2. I run my own baking business. 3. I
talk to dead people and I ﬁgure out who murdered them. ANNIE GRACELAND COZY MYSTERY SET #1 includes 4 Books: DEAD GUYS
When Dr. Derrick Fuller -- the know-it-all, self-help guru who ruined my marriage is murdered -- guess who becomes a suspect? His
ghost dogs my every step and I inﬁltrate the ‘motley crew’ of HOLLYWOOD’S ELITE who wanted Fuller dead. Problem is – one of them
wants me dead too… COCKTAILS I’m ﬁnally dating again but my BFFs say I dress like I’ve been dumpster diving. They drag me to
Snotsky’s Department Store sale where Edith Flowers -- the meanest sales lady in the world -- is killed oﬀ. Now she follows me from
the Ladies Lingerie to 'Cocktail Attire' departments until I agree to ﬁnd her killer. HOMETOWN GUYS Mom signs me up to be a judge at
Wisconsin's Hometown Guy Contestover4th of Julyweekend. But some idiot murders a ‘Hometown Guy’ and now I’m up to my twitchy
eyeballs investigating pageant suspects.How dicey can this trip home get? BAD SANTA CLAUS Boozy Bad Santa is murdered during
the Sweet Paws Animal Adoption Gala and it falls on me to track down his killer. PRAISE “So much fun! …Ghost Whispererwith
Stephanie Plum’scrazy world.” Wendy Luvs2Read 1-CLICK Annie Graceland Cozy Mystery Box Set for hours of LOL reading fun!
Shades of Grey Severn House Publishers Ltd A Dulcie Schwartz feline mystery series - Dulcie's having an awful summer. Her beloved
cat Mr Grey's been put to sleep, and her new room-mate, Tim, is a jerk. Walking home, she sees a cat the spitting image of Mr Grey,
and hears a voice say "I wouldn't go in just now." She enters to ﬁnd Tim dead stabbed with her own knife. Dulcie's in the frame for
murder and she hasn't seen the last of Mr Grey, either . . . Paranormal Temp Agency Books 1-3 Special Collection Whiskered
Mysteries Mr. Fluﬃkins is the small black cat responsible for overseeing the most powerful supernatural beings in the small Southern
town of Beech Grove. He’s also charged with keeping the world of magic hidden from those without it. Enter Tawny Bigford. She’s a
snarky part-time novelist who’s both new in town and about to stumble headﬁrst into a magical murder investigation. What’s a
bureaucratic cat to do? Well, he might as well hire her as a temp to keep her close until all this funny murder business is solved. And
they’re going to need all the help they can get, especially considering the cat’s various arch-nemeses looming large. Throw in a sexy
cop, matronly angel, sarcastic vampire, down-to-earth shifter, and a mysterious old guy wearing a suit, and now Mr. Fluﬃkins and
Tawny are ready to get to work. If you love quirky humor and madcap magical adventures, then you do not want to miss this hot new
series from a USA Today bestselling author. Here it is! This is your chance to binge read the ﬁrst three books— Witch for Hire, Psychic
for Hire, and Vampire for Hire—in this special boxed collection… Enjoy! Southern Ghost Hunter Series: 5th Anniversary Special
Edition Stories 1-3: A Ghost Cozy Amateur Sleuth Paranormal Mystery Romance Novel Boxed Set (Haunted Southern
Small Town Animals Humorous Witch Story) Moose Island Books New York Times bestseller Angie Fox celebrates 5 years of the
Southern Ghost Hunter series with a limited edition boxed set of the ﬁrst three stories in the series, along with never-before-seen
additional content, including: deleted scenes, original art, an inside look at the characters, and a behind-the-scenes peek at how the
series came together. Southern Spirits When out of work graphic designer Verity Long accidentally traps a ghost on her property,
she’s saddled with more than a supernatural sidekick—she gains the ability see spirits. It leads to an oﬀer she can’t refuse from the
town’s bad boy, the brother of her ex and the last man she should ever partner with. A Ghostly Gift Verity Long doesn't want to see
ghosts, and she'd rather not let anyone know her little secret, either. But when a restless spirit stirs up trouble in her friend's resale
shop, Verity and her very new, very dead gangster friend team up to learn what is really happening. The Skeleton in the Closet A
haunted library is no place for a girl who can see ghosts, but when Verity Long stumbles on a dead body in the middle of the main
reading room, she has to believe someone…even a dead someone…must have witnessed the crime. What reviewers are saying… 5
Stars! “I fell in love with this series from the ﬁrst book!” 5 Stars! “I could not put it down (ended up reading all night long midnight till
3am).” 5 Stars! “I loved the heroine because she is gutsy and quirky, deﬁnitely not a wilting ﬂower, and I am super excited about
where her story is going.” *This edition contains never-before-seen material and will be available for a limited time. Braxton Campus
Mysteries Collection A Small Town Cozy Mystery Series Next Chapter All eight Braxton Campus Mysteries by James J. Cudney,
now available in one volume. Set in a cozy, secluded Pennsylvania village full of quirky, sarcastic and nosy residents, this series will be
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a delight to anyone who loves a good mystery! Academic Curveball: When Kellan Ayrwick returns home for his father’s retirement, he
ﬁnds a dead body in Diamond Hall’s stairwell. Unfortunately, Kellan has a connection to the victim, and so do several members of his
family. But could one of them be guilty of murder? Broken Heart Attack: When one of Nana D's buddies dies of an apparent heart
attack during the dress rehearsal of King Lear, Nana D's suspicions rise and she asks Kellan to investigate the death. But can Kellan
ﬁnd the killer, or will he get caught up his own stage fright? Flower Power Trip: At a masquerade ball to raise money for renovations to
Memorial Library, Kellan ﬁnds a dead body dressed in a Dr. Evil costume. Between the murder, a special ﬂower exhibit and strange
postcards arriving each week, Kellan can’t decide which mystery in his life should take priority. Did one of Maggie’s sisters kill the
guest, who’d been staying at the Roarke and Daughters Inn, or does the victim have a closer connection to someone else at Braxton
College? Mistaken Identity Crisis: A clever thief with a sinister calling card has invaded Braxton campus. When a missing ruby, and a
body, are discovered at the campus, Kellan must investigate the killer's motive to protect his brother. And as the summer heat begins
to settle in Wharton County, a couple more surprises are also in store. Haunted House Ghost: It’s Halloween, and excitement is
brewing in Braxton to carve jack-o’-lanterns, go on haunted hayrides, and race through the spooky corn maze at the Fall Festival.
While Kellan and April dance around the chemistry sparking between them, a suspicious accident occurs at the Fall Festival. But can
Kellan capture the elusive killer - and placate a revenge-seeking ghost? Frozen Stiﬀ Drink: A winter blizzard barrels toward Wharton
County with a vengeance. After Nana D disappears after visiting a patient, a trail of confusion is left behind. Between locating Nana D
and solving the scandalous murder of another prominent Braxton citizen, Kellan and April’s worlds explode with more turmoil than
they can handle. It seems like the suspicious deaths happening around town aren't going to end anytime soon. Legally Blind Luck:
Someone has discovered a cursed talisman, and a rogue government agent will stop at nothing to retrieve the heirloom.
Unfortunately, it has already changed hands and found its way on campus. Moments before Braxton’s controversial art exhibition
opens, Kellan stumbles upon another murder victim, and it appears he might be next on the avenger’s list. Can Kellan protect the
talisman's true heir and prevent the killer’s nefarious plan? Sleigh Bell Tower: After a hotel magnate is found dead during the campus
holiday party, long-lost family members seem to be anxious to keep their secrets, complicating Sheriﬀ Montague's ability to determine
the murderer’s true motive. Even Kellan is forced to cast doubt on his friends and colleagues. But is it possible that one of them
committed the ultimate crime? Rest Ye Murdered Gentlemen Penguin In Rudolph, New York, it’s Christmastime all year long. But
this December, while the snow-lined streets seem merry and bright, a murder is about to ruin everyone’s holiday cheer in the ﬁrst
Year-Round Christmas mystery. As the owner of Mrs. Claus’s Treasures, Merry Wilkinson knows how to decorate homes for the
holidays. That’s why she thinks her ﬂoat in the semi-annual Santa Claus parade is a shoe-in for best in show. But when the tractor
pulling Merry’s ﬂoat is sabotaged, she has to face facts: there’s a Scrooge in Christmas Town. Merry isn’t ready to point ﬁngers,
especially with a journalist in town writing a puﬀ piece about Rudolph’s Christmas spirit. But when she stumbles upon the reporter’s
body on a late night dog walk—and police suspect he was poisoned by a gingerbread cookie crafted by her best friend, Vicky—Merry
will have to put down the jingle bells and ﬁgure out who’s really been grinching about town, before Vicky ends up on Santa’s naughty
list… Murder at the Beacon Bakeshop Kensington Cozies After catching her celebrity chef ﬁancé sizzling in the arms of another
woman, Lindsey Bakewell left big city Wall Street for small town Beacon Harbor, Michigan to pursue her own passion as a pastry
baker—and gets mixed up in someone’s sweet taste of revenge . . . More interested in kneading dough than adding it up, Lindsey’s
breakup inspired her to set up the shop she always wanted in a place that always made her happy. She’d spent many childhood
summers near this beach community and converting the old run-down lighthouse into a bakery café and home oﬀers a perfect fresh
start for Lindsey and her devoted Newfoundland dog, Wellington. But not everyone in town has a sweet tooth. The preservation
society won’t have the lighthouse’s history sugar coated by lattes and cakes—and a protest group crashes Lindsey’s Memorial Day
opening. Then her ex-ﬁancé Jeﬀrey Plank and his girlfriend Mia Long arrive to trash the place. In the ensuing chaos Mia chokes on a
donut and dies. An autopsy reveals cyanide in Mia’s bloodstream and Lindsey is the police’s prime suspect. To clear her name, she’s
going to need to combine ingredients found in the town’s checkered past to uncover the identity of a desperate killer . . . Includes
Delicious Recipes! Advance praise for MURDER AT THE BEACON BAKESHOP “Darci Hannah mixes spicy characters, a sweet bakeshop,
and a possibly haunted lighthouse into a charming beachfront Michigan village and serves up a mystery as delectable as the
bakeshop’s treats and as twisty as the lighthouse stairs." —Ginger Bolton, author of Boston Scream Murder The Inspector and Mrs
Jeﬀries Hachette UK This charming series of Victorian murder mysteries features mild-mannered Inspector Witherspoon of Scotland
Yard and, more importantly, Mrs Jeﬀries, his housekeeper. A policeman's widow herself, her quick wits allow her to nudge the
Inspector in the right direction to solve the crime. When a doctor is discovered dead in his own oﬃce, Mrs Jeﬀries is on the look-out for
a prescription for murder, determined to discover the culprit, despite how her employer feels about interviewing suspects . . . "He
hated questioning people. He could never tell whether or not someone was actually lying to him, and he knew, shocking as it was, that
there were some people who lied to the police on a regular basis." Magic Mirror A Georgia Lee Maxwell Mystery Macmillan
Reference USA Paris magazine correspondent Georgia Lee Maxwell witnesses a theft and murder at a French museum and attempts to
unravel the mystery of who wants a mirror that once belonged to Nostradamus, and why The Glass Castle A Memoir Simon and
Schuster Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and their salvation. Rex and
Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a
charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose
Mary painted and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family. When the money ran out, the Walls retreated
to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend for
themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will to leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep
aﬀection in this tale of unconditional love in a family that, despite its profound ﬂaws, gave her the ﬁery determination to carve out a
successful life. -- From publisher description. The Ghost Wore Yellow Socks JustJoshin , Publishing, Inc. His romantic weekend in
ruins, shy twenty-something artist Perry Foster learns that things can always get worse when he returns home from San Francisco to
ﬁnd a dead body in his bathtub. A dead body in a very ugly sportscoat—and matching socks. The dead man is a stranger to Perry, but
that's not much of a comfort; how did a strange dead man get in a locked ﬂat at the isolated Alton Estate in the wilds of the
"Northeast Kingdom" of Vermont? Perry turns to help from "tall, dark and hostile" former navy SEAL Nick Reno—but is Reno all that he
seems? Haunted Homicide Penguin Avery Morgan has been hired to breathe new life into the Portage Path Women's Club, but ﬁrst
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she'll have to deal with a dead body and a meddling ghost. Avery Morgan has had a harrowing ﬁrst week on the job as manager of the
Portage Path Woman's Club. Not only is she in charge of a grand old home with a mountain of maintenance problems and scheduling
nightmares--thanks to a recent ﬁre in the Marigold meeting room--but she's also got Muriel Sadler to deal with. Muriel is the current
president of the club, the one "nay" vote when the rest of the board voted "aye" to hiring Avery. After a morning of dealing with
another one of Muriel's snits and a meeting with the delicious and delightfully unsettling Ben Harkness, who will be handling
renovations in the ﬁre-damaged portions of the house, the last thing Avery needs is for one of the fuses to blow. Again. She grabs her
handy ﬂashlight and heads into the basement, where she stumbles across Muriel's body. She also stumbles across an unexpected
helper, Clemmie Bow, the ghost of a young woman who was accidentally killed in the building almost a hundred years ago. Together
Clemmie and Avery are determined to solve Muriel's murder before the killer sends Avery to join Clemmie on the other side. Bait and
Witch Kensington Cozies “Zippy and fun, with just enough ambiance to satisfy readers seeking spooks and humor.” —Kirkus Reviews
Librarian Josie Way moved to small-town Oregon to lay low. Instead, thanks to newfound magic abilities—and a killer on the
loose—she’s leapt out of the frying pan and into a cauldron of trouble . . . Josie Way loved working among the Library of Congress’s
leather-scented stacks—until she uncovered corruption and made herself a target. As Wilfred, Oregon’s new librarian, Josie can stay
undercover until the case goes to court. But life in this little town isn’t as subdued as she expected. The library, housed in a a Victorian
mansion, is slated to be bulldozed. Still digesting the news that her safe haven is about to become scrap lumber, Josie discovers a
body in the woods . . . Almost as shocking, Josie learns that she’s descended from a long line of witches—and her powers have
suddenly sprung to life. With help from a spoiled alley cat who just may be her familiar, Josie’s thumbing through a catalog of
suspects, hoping she can conjure a way to save her library—and her life . . . Death on the Diversion (Secret Sleuth cozy mystery
series, Book 1) Craig Place Books Final resting place? Deck chair. Death on the Diversion is the start of a new cozy mystery series
with humor from a USA Today bestselling author. Sheila Mackey has a secret. To the world, she’s author of a blockbuster book. Her
wily great-aunt, the actual author, orchestrated this mutually beneﬁcial masquerade. Now the aunt’s retiring and Sheila must draft Act
Two of her own life. This cruise is supposed to be the perfect time to do that. Crossing the Atlantic on the Diversion, Sheila ﬁnds a
dead body on deck. She realizes she knows a whole lot more about the interactions of the victim and suspects than the ship’s oﬃcials
do. She’s drawn into sleuthing, but ﬁnds herself hampered by a well-meaning but overprotective would-be Doctor Watson. This
murder mystery with humor is the ﬁrst book in a new series, Secret Sleuth. In later books, amateur sleuth Sheila returns to dry land in
the Midwest, where mysteries abound in her new small-town home. If you like mysteries about the inner world of writers, set among
the insular cruise ship community, where even the sleuth has secrets she’s hiding (and a dog to come in book two), then you’ll love
award-winning Patricia McLinn’s newest whodunit with humor. Get on board to sail away with crime, clues and memorable characters.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ On the spectrum of McLinn's mystery novels, the Caught Dead in Wyoming cozy series is in the middle, The Innocence
Trilogy is edgier (and has more romance), and Secret Sleuth is a bit less edgy. Secret Sleuth series Death on the Diversion Death on
Torrid Avenue Death on Beguiling Way Death on Covert Circle Death on Shady Bridge Death on Carrion Lane Death on ZigZag Trail
(2022) Death on the Diversion ”is such an enjoyable story, reminiscent of Agatha Christie's style, with a good study of human nature
and plenty of humor. Great start to a new series!” – 5-star review Death on Torrid Avenue “is told with a lot of humor and the
characters are good company. I thoroughly enjoyed myself and am looking forward to the next story.” – 5-star review More cozy
mystery from Patricia McLinn: Caught Dead in Wyoming western mystery series Sign Oﬀ Left Hanging Shoot First Last Ditch Look Live
Back Story Cold Open Hot Roll Reaction Shot Body Brace Cross Talk (2022) "While the mystery itself is twisty-turny and thoroughly
engaging, it's the smart and witty writing that I loved the best." -- Diane Chamberlain, New York Times bestselling author "Colorful
characters, intriguing, intelligent mystery, plus the state of Wyoming leaping oﬀ every page." -- Emilie Richards, USA Today bestselling
author If you like mystery with romance and a bit of humor, try also: The Innocence Trilogy Proof of Innocence Price of Innocence
Premise of Innocence Ride the River: Rodeo Knights (romantic suspense) Bardville, Wyoming series (romance with a little mystery) A
Stranger in the Family A Stranger to Love The Rancher Meets His Match Secret Sleuth series: female sleuth, amateur detective,
traditional mystery, mystery with humor, mysteries with humor humorous, mystery with dog (to come in later books); krimis,
kriminalromane
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